
20/08/2021 

MRS Stephanie Kirkby 
13 Mirrabooka ST 
Bilgola Plateau NSW 2107 
sandm@hifraser.com 

RE: DA2020/1756 - 353 Barrenjoey Road NEWPORT NSW 2106

Hello,I have lived in and around Newport all my life and was a supporter of The Pittwater 
Council. Since the council was amalgamated I have seen many instances of unsympathetic 
development and the DA 2020/1756 on the Robertson Road and Barrenjoey Road corner is 
one of them. Our area should maintain it’s unique character. Keep Dee Why in Dee Why. The 
bulk and scale of this development is too large and intrusive for the human scale that 
characterises Newport . The building should have side setbacks in compliance with NMP 
provisions. Some of the height limits are still exceeding the DCP and the LEP. I would like to 
bring to the Council’s attention the increase of colour and LED LIGHT pollution signage across 
the Northern Beaches. There should be a sympathetic paint and LIGHT colour code 
enforcement on shops, petrol stations and industrial complexes, especially along main 
thoroughfares where residents and tourists frequently drive. It seems that the inundation of 
brightly coloured LED lights and wall washing lights has not been addressed by Council. 
Blinding lights, (eg. Pearl Petrol at Mona Vale and bright pink nail/ beauty salon in Newport) 
and various other unsympathetic flood lights and paint colours are visual pollution streaming 
terrible and sometimes blinding colours far beyond the capsule of the building itself and this 
should be vetted by council in the same way that signs and billboards should be vetted. Please 
add some provisions on this point in general and when assessing the DA for Newport.
This problem is also occurring in residential areas and slowly changes the nature of our area. 
Thank you for considering my points. 
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